STEM Talent Development
Advocacy: Taking STEM from Idea to Action
ADvocATING FOR ADVAN"CED LEARN-

ing or talent development in science, technology, e:nginee:ring.
and mathematics (STEM) is
both timely and very important.
The time is right to speak. out on
beha1f of advanced learning in
STEM areas as the emphasis in
schools at all levels has been and
continues to be on proficiency or
grade-I.cvelleami:cg. It is very important to speak. out on
behalf of talent development as the future of society depends on providing opportunities for developing talent to
optimum levels. The goal, in filet,
is to remove the lid often placed
important
on learning.

An

Some basic questions can set

an advocacy plan for STEM in
motion: Who?
and How?

What?

When?

What presents the second of the basic questions, and

the answer to this question frames the advocacy plan. An
important component of a successful advocacy campaign
is a clear message, one that has been crafted to resonate
with the decision-makers. The advocacy message must
be crafted to articulate the goal. Messages need to be concise and easy for the all advocates
to comlDlJnicate; when that is not
the case, the message may change
as various advocates talk with
decision-makers. It is very important that advocates are communicating the same message. Messages change as they are passed
along UD1.ess the original message
is clear and easy for the advocate
to share and the decision-maker to

component of a
successful advocacy campaign
is a clear message, one that has
been crafted to resonate with
the decision-makers.

Who? The question of who
should advocate points to each
educator who is interested in excellence in learning in the STEM disciplines. Advocacy is
a "do it yourself job." That does not mean that one must
advocate alone, but rather it encourages individuals to act
and not wait for someone else to do so. Each person must
assume the responsibility and then. find others who are
kindred spirits - others with whom to join in advocating
for advanced learning opportuoities in STEM disciplines.
If the goal of the advocacy is at the state level. it is essential to identifY potential stakeholders from various parts
of the state to be involved in the advocacy. Professional
organizations of engineers, businesses and companies
with a STEM focus, and community groups promoting
innovation are a few of the possible stakeholder groups
who would be willing partners. If the advocacy goal is
national, it is necessary identify fellow advocates at key
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places around the country. National organizations of scientists and engineers, groups such as the National Association of Governors or the Chamber of Commerce, and
businesses that depend on STEM talent would be possible partners when advocacy involves STEM initiatives
and a focus on innovation.
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remember.
If the message concerns fllndjng. then specify the
amount and the purpose for which the funding will be
used. For example, the message to the state legislature
could be a request for nine million dollars to build a wing
on to the academy to accommodate a greater number
of students from all geographic areas of the state. The
message must be complemented by a personal story that
taps the emotions of the decision-makers as only good
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stories can do. Advocates might share stories to support
the request that is the advocacy message. Two examples
of such stories follow. A student from a rural part of the
state graduated from the state math and science academy,
became an engineer, and credited her advanced learning
opportunities at the academy with pursuing that career
trajectory. What a great message about the need to of~
fer this opportunity to more well-qualified young people
who currently apply to the academy but cannot come because of the limited capacity of the program! Another
student from a lower~incom.e family came to a magnet
school and found the research fascinating, and this experience solidified his professional aspirations in an area
of science about which he knew nothing prior to engag~
ing in the research. Both stories communicate messages
effectively. When possible, it is quite effective to have a
person tell his or her own story. Advocacy messages must
be credib1e---they must ring true. They must be crafted to
communicate effectively. C:rafti.ng the message is an early
step in the advocacy campaign.

When is the next question for advocates to consider
when making an advocacy plan. The sooner, the better
is the motto to use when it comes to timing an advocacy
campaign. In fact, yesterday would be the best answer
as e:lfective advocates often have ongoing relationships
with decision~makers. The key to success in advocacy is
tied to knowing the individuals who make the decisions
or perhaps knowing the people who know the decision~
makers. Parents of current or former students can be ef~
fective advocates and may well have relationships with
decision~makers. Former and current students are also
effective advocates.
Another important part of the advocacy plan is to
know the trajectory that the idea must follow from the
beginning to the enactment of the idea in legislation, pcr~
haps in the budget but maybe in enabling legislation. It is
very important to know what group in a legislature will
be making the decisions that will det:ermine the fate of the
advocacy plan. It is necessary to know which legislators
serve on the committees that will consider the issue for
whieb the advocacy plan has been developed. If the issue
being advocated :requires inclusion in the budget, it must
get approval in the appropriations or budget committee.

Other STEM advocacy goals may need approval of the
education committee to move to the full house or sen~
ate. The timing for advocating is incredibly important. It
must start early and be ongoing.
After knowing the path the initiative must fu11ow, the
first step to take is to meet with key members of the specific committee that handles the legislation of the type being presented. If the members of the committee express
interest, the next step is to schedule a time to present the
initiative to the entire committee. Approval at the com.~
mittee level is :required before the legislation moves on to
the full house or senate.

How should the advocacy carry on? Here it is impor~
tant to :recognize characteristics of an effective advocate.
One: The advocate must be a good communicator.
Conmrunication, of course, is listeni:cg as well as talking.
He is able to articulate the message and to support it with
information and stories.

Two: The advocate must be resilient. Although reach~
ing the advocacy goal quickly is desirab1c; it does not al~
ways happen that way. It is often necessary for her to
advocate, evaluate advocacy efforts, and then advocat<
once more.
'I'hrec: The advocate must be willing and effective in
working with others. Numbers count in advocacy. Cer~
tainly the message is far more likely to be communicated
effectively if the idea is important to lots of peop1c; so it is
important to find others who share a vision. Getting oth~
ers to coalesce around an advocacy message is important.
Four: The advocate must harness social media to create interest and support for the advocacy goal. The abi1~
ity to reach a significant number of people quickly describes the advocacy potential of social media.
Five: The advocate must be familiar with the legis1a~
tive process and the responsibilities of various legislative
committees, as well as know which legislators are in lead~
ership positions in each house. This information helps
the advocate negotiate the journey of the idea (the initia~
tive) through the legislative process.

Sh:: The advocate must remain alert. The proposed
legislation may seem to be going smoothly tbrough the
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legisTatM process. but it is so easy to get way..Jaid along
the way. It is essential to be in the room when decisions
are made or to have someone in the room who can text,
call, or email to keep you up to date on what is happening
on the floor of the House and Senate.

The pro""" of taking an idea through the legislative
process is seldom quick. but rather it is one that requires
planning and persistence. It begins with an idea that
becomes the centerpiece of the advocacy. Momentum.
builds when kindred spirits join together and share the
carefully crafted message. Negotiating the legislative precess works belt when it is wdl planned. If success is not
the result, ad'iOCates move forward and work to build sup..
port fur the next legislative session. On the oCher hand,
the advocacy initiatiw: may result in the passage of legis.lation or the inclusion of needed funds in the budget that
is adopted. Either way, advocat<s thank aD partne<s and
legidatn" who belped, and they continue to bui1d rclationsbjps - the key factor in moving an initiative from an
idea to action for talent development in STEM.

- Juli. LinkJ/okm, &LD.
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